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Weather torecaata help keep our groaa national 

product high; better foreoaata could signiticantl7 

raise that product. (8, P• 5) 



VARIATIONS FROM PULSE TO .PULSE IN 
WEATHER RADAR RETURN SIGNALS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Radar ot the shorter wave lengths and the atmospheric 

scientist have mutual targets: land, water, raindrops, 

cloud droplets, ice particlea, snowtlakes, atmospheric 

nuclei, regions ot large index-or-retraction. The 

scientist uses radar to atudy such weather phenomena. 

During the early and mid-1940's weather research by radar 

was mostly qualitative. Phenomena were located; their 

extent and velocity observed and often recorded by scope 

photography which gave a record to analyse. 

More recent and exciting, but perhaps not so well 

known is the use or radar tor quantitative atmospheric 

measurements. Since the 1ate 1940' a there has been con

siderable research towards these ends. It continuea 

strongly today; results show promise ot valuable opera

tional capability. Battan (2, p. 51-6), 10·13 1 144) 
describes much ot this activity and refers to many 

published reports which invite further study. 

We are attracted by studies baaed upon the tact that 

weather radar return signals vary in signal strength, 

pulse to pulae. The signals analysed are those returned 
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b7 weather in one discrete volume of the atmosphere, 

weather such as: cloud and rain (1, p. Gl-G7)J turbulence 

(4, p. 1-2)J snow (6,. P• 249·2.$4; and, gustineaa (9, p. 99

10.$), (10, P• 2.$5-260). 

These and similar studies are logical steps towards 

finding ways to use radar objectively to report specific 

weather phenomena. With such capability added to its 

flexible reach and continuous availability, radar could be 

a basic oause ot a new era et weather support excellence. 

Effort which could add a step towards the goal of 

quantitative weather radar reporta is attractive. The 

action this thesis describes has such a step as its 

purpose. Pages that tollcnr show the theo17, equipment and. 

procedures used to sense, record and analyse the relative 

amplitude ot weather return signals. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The Radar Equation 

The total back-scattering by weather particles may 

be calculated from (Battan 2, p. 25-31): 

All terms within the parenthesis on the right aide or 

the equation (l) are characteristics or the particular 

radar aet and are conatanta. 

The X remains constant when the back-scattering 

particles are the same type (i.e. either rain or snow etc) 

and aince the refractive index ot the atmosphere is essen

tially the same tor one situation. 

The r remains constant while precipitation in one 

discrete volume is aorut1n1sed. 

Where: 

~ , is the average power received by the radar. 
~~ , is the transmitted power. 
~ , is the radar beam width in the horizontal. 
¢ , is the radar beam width in the vertical. 
~ , is the pulse length.
AP , is the effective aperture area of the antenna. 
I{ , is a function ot the absorption coefficient or the 

material involved and atmospheric index or retraction. 

Z =La:, is the "radar reflectivity factor" or the pre
cipitation per volume ( D;., the drop diameter).

A , is the wave length of radar radiation. 
r , is the distance from the radar to the target. 
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The variable is z. Drop size, D, scatters radiation 

energy proportional to the sixth power or t he drop size. 

Battan (2, p. Sl) says that in t h is equation (1) it 

ie neceeeary for the average power to be a representative 

one in time. 

Pulse Variat1ont 

In any one small volume of the atmosphere, the drops 

should be expected to have su£fic1ently similar ai ze to 

return fairly constant signals during a few milliaeo.onda. 

In actuality, however, constant signals d9 not occur even 

in so brief a time. Relative motions of scattering 

particles 1n range cause return power to fluctuate. This 

is caused by the changing phase relationship, or inter

terenc• patterns, or the return power from the separate 

particles as they change position relative to one another. 

This motion could be caused by such conditions within 

the volume as shear, gustiness, or turbulence, up-slope or 

down-slope movement, all of which are parameters signifi

cant to meteorological knowledge. Any finding, therefore, 

telling more about the relative motion of back-scattering 

particles could possibly be further used to analyse those 

significant meteorological parameters. 

Several investigators have done considerable work to 

determine conditione within the volume which cause signals 



to exceed tbreaholds ot amplitude which they chose arbi

trarily (5, P• 68), (6, P• 2~), (9, P• 10$), (10, P• 260). 

Apparently there have been relatively few pulse-to-pulse 

studies or the return signal spectrograph to determine 

basic character1stica ot the pulses auch as their correla

tion coefficients and the time tor return signals to reach 

independence. Battan (1, p. 51) mentions two such studies. 

One found that successive return signals received by 3.2 

centimeter radar reached independence in twenty milli

seconds; the other round that independence was reached in 

tour milliseconds using a 1.25 centimeter radar. 

Available equipment could be well used to try to 

learn more about variations ot the return signal pulse-to~ 

pulse. 
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CHAPTER III 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Excellent equipment was available. It consisted ot 

three basic units, all installed and maintained by the 

Atmospheric Science Branch of Oregon State University: 

An AN/CPS-9 radar, a Tektronix oscilloscope, and a Fair

child Oacillo-Record camera. 

AN/CPS-9 Radarl 

The AN/CPS-9 radar transmits 2.$ X 10S watts at a 

wave length 3.2 centimeters, a pulse length of either 0.5 
or s.o microaeconda and at a pulee repetition frequency 

(PRF) of 931 or 186 per second from a paraboloid antenna 

(Plate 1, page 7) of 2.)6 meters. The resulting beam 

width is 1.0 degree and conical. It can detect a signal 

at a minimum or about 1.6 X 1o·lJ or 1.6 X lo-14 watts. 

The longer pulse length 1a used with the lower PRF 

and results in the lower minimum detectable signal of 

1.6 X lo-14 watts. 

The radar set is located on McCulloch Peak, 2200 teet 

elevation and tour and three quarters miles northwest ot 

the Oregon State University campus. From this vantage 

point students and research pereonnel use the excellent 

weather capabilities of the set. 

lLiteral meaning: Army Navy/Air Transportable, Planned 
Position and Range Height. 
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Plate 1. The AN/CPS-9 Weather Radar Antenna. 

Plate 2. The AN/CPS-9 Weather Radar Console. 
From left to right: RHI, PPI (both 
hidden by 16 mm time-lapse cameras), 
and off-center PPI scopes. 
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The ~adar ac.cpe1 (Plat 2, p 7) ar two , pla.n

poe1t1cm 1nd1c tore (PPl) , th r g - 1 ht indio tor 

( HI), and tb R· a op • 'l'wo l6• m1ll te t - lap • 

r a cord PPI and RBI ep1ct1ona . 

The lon p raiatence ot tb - oope'e phoaphor pre• 

clu4ea lta uae to record turn s1 la , pulae by pul • • 

Th ort•oenter PPI aoope, tber.tore , 1a the vid o and 

trigger ••• p eource a for an oeo1lloaoo e with a cathode 

r y tub of extr el7 · lho~t peraiat nee . 

Tektronix Osc1lloacoRt ( odel 2h2·A) 

The oac1lloaoope (Plate ) 1 p • 9) baa a r ge ot 

direct- current to tb1rt7 gaoyol • Itt • cial o1r

cu1ta pe it an accurate dela7 in the pres ntation ot tibe 

aw ep. aa hort one mioroaeoon4 after receipt ot tb 

triggering 1 :pulae . !b.la teat\U'e perm! • obae!"'fat1on ot 

any amall portion or the full rnge or the ra4ar. Ita 

cathode ra7 tube baa theee oharaoter1at1caa phoaphoP, 

Pl6; tluoreaoence, Ylolet and near ul\ra-YioletJ and 

pere1•t noe , 1 •• than o.l 1oroeeoand. 

Fa1reh1ld Oao1llo-Reeor4 c ra 

hie c era 1a dea1gne ap•o1t1oallJ tor recording 

c thode•r 7 oao1lloaocpe lmagea ( lat 4, page 9) . It 

atan4ar4. p rtorated til at a ap ed trom one 

inch p r nute to 60 inohea per ••oond or perm.ita an 
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Plate 3. The Tektronix Oscilloscope (Model
545-A), type K plug-in preamplifier 
and Pl6 phosphor, cathode ray tube. 

Plate 4. Fairchild Oscillo-Record Camera 
mounted on oscilloscope and in fore
ground, electronic (film transport)
speed control unit. 
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operator to take single frame photographs. 

It has a 50 mm t/1.5 Wollenaak Velostigmat lena 

mounted in a fixed position, adjusted at the factory for 

correct focal distance tor uae with the mounts provided. 

In addition ita Wollensak No. J, Rapax, Between-the

Lena Shutter permits taking still pictures of stationary 

patterns (moving pictures are taken with shutter open). 

Shutter speeds are T, B, 1, 1/2, 1/5, 1/25, 1/50, 1/100, 

and 1/200 ot a second. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROCEDURES 

Our effort comprised capab111t7•development, trace

recording and trace-analysis. Relative units of time spent 

1n theae three areas were related approximatel7 thua: 

capability-development, 100 unitsJ trace-recording, one 

unit; and trace-analysis, 2$ units. 

CapabilitJ-Development 

We had to develop our capability to record radar 

return pulses in trace·-form on 35 mm film. The traces 

would have to be in tocua sharp enough to project them and 

meaaure the amplitude or an7 point across the range ot each 

trace. Plate 5, on the fol.low:lng page, shows such a suit

able product. 

The source ot return signals was operational: the 

AN/CPS-9 radar aet. Tlle problem was to have our Tektronix 

Oecilloacope (really an auxiliary R-Scope, hereafter called 

an R-Scope) display clear pulse traces ot abort persist

ence and our camera to photograph them in auocesaian, 

adequately separated. 

We decided a tilm record which showed trace• ot 3.6 

mm maximum amplitude would be sui table to project and 

measure. 

A one to five ratio of useable tilm-sise to a-scope
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Plate 5. Trace record f weather radar 
return signal of 5.4 millisecond 
separation. 
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trace-size fixed an amplitude of 1.8 em tor the trace 

displayed by the R-Scope. It also fixed the rate of the 

film-transport. 

The R-Scope would show traces at the same rate of the 

pulse return frequency of the radar: 186 pulses per 

second. The film, therefore~ would have to be transported 

)8 inches per aec~nd. This would separate traces on the 

film by a distance sufficient to allow a maximum trace 

amplitude of 3 .6 mm without trace-overlap. This high 

speed or film-transport dictated that we use the best 

capability of the camera lena: f /1.$. 

The principal factor which decided our choice of film

type was availability. Several films are fast enough, 

similarly react to color wave-lengths, etc, but Kodak TRI-X 

PAR film was the only suitable type available with minimum 

delay and 1n 100-toot rolla. Por the numerous tests made, 

we used it in six to twelve-toot lengths and developed it 

by hand. Our trace record tor amplitude analysis was made 

on a 100-toot roll and developed commercially. 

Initial testa produced blurred traces which pointed 

towards faulty camera focus or too long persistence of the 

cathode ray tube's phosphor. (The R-Scope at this time had 

a P-2 phosphor.) We photographed single-sweep traces at 

varying lena-d.istanceaJ results showed a need to increase 

our distance by .6 inch, i.e. to move the camera .6 inch 

forward from ita "maximum-back" position on the top o£ the 



R-Soope cabinet. Photo de.tinition of traces aepara.ted by 

the usual 5.4 m1111aeconds then improved slightly, but were 

still tar .trom useable. Similar testa with a P-ll and P-16 

phosphor .tollowed. The P-16 phosphor tube finally gave a 

useable trace on film; its peraistenee, leas than .l micro

aecond, was suitable. 

In this development section, I have made no mention 

ot the R·Scope's circuitry aettings aimply because the 

circuitry had capability well within our needs and my 

colleague, .Mr . Kenneth Shreeve, had ready akill to use 

1ta capability. 

Trace-Recording 

On 27 April 1962 at 1500 Greenwich Civil Time 

(27/1500 G.CT) a front with $harp pressure diaeont.inuity 

passed over the radar site. For the following twelve 

houra the ai te was under a eon tinental polar air mass, 

considerably modified by its recent Pacific Ocean tra

jectory. Numerous towering oumulua passed within radar 

range and at the radar site dropped showers ot predomi

nantly rain, but occasiona1ly grain-sized hail. 

Between 27/2201 GOT and 28/0137 GCT we recorded ten 

rune of single pulse traces. What followa deacribea 

typical recording procedures common to all of them. 



'rrace-Beoording 

Initially to set up for all ten runs we connected the 

R-Scope to the radar set. With teat-probe and cable we 

ran radar signal return information from the Off-center PPI 

Scope to the R-Scope: video information from the PPI•a J-1 

jack to the R-Scopeta "Y-ax1a" input; master-trigger in

formation from the PPits J-~02 jack to the R-Seope'a 

"delayed-trigger" input jack. We had loaded the camera 

with film, set the lena at t/1.5, turned on the camera 

power supply and opened the shutter. After setting the 

R-Scope at a sweep speed of ten microseconds per centi

meter we checked RBI and PPI weather depictions for a 

likely sample and chose one at 284 degrees azimuth, five 

to ten-mile range, tilt angle one and one-half degrees. 

Atter setting the B-Scope for a sweep-time that would 

cause the center or its trace to be about seven and one

halt mile range and a max1mum amplitude ot 1.8 em, we 

slowly reduced the receiver gain ot the radar set until 

B-Seope trace amplitudes showed predominantly leas than 

saturated (this would give a trace-record most suitable 

for anal7aia and quite devoid ot system noise). 

After a final focus and intenait7 adjustment of the 

R-Scope trace, we turned on the camera motor tor three 

seconds which exposed nine and one-halt toot ot film. 

(Plate 6, page 17. shows equipment and personnel 1n 
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position to record radar return signals; Plate 5, page 12, 

shows a portion or tilm with signals recorded just as the 

t1lm speed reached )8 inch/second.) 

We then took supporting RHI photos on the same azimuth 

(Plate 7, page 18) and PPI photos at the same tilt angle 

(Plate 8, page 19). 
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Plate 6. Pulse-recording equipment and personnel in 
position: on the left Mr. Kenneth H. Shreeve, 
Research Assistant, Atmospheric Science 
Branch, Oregon State University; on the right, 
student Lt. Col. John M. Steigner, United 
States Air Force. 
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0~------~--------------~ 

HEIGHT • THOUSAND Of fl!T 

Plate 7. RHI scope depiction showing clouds between five 
and ten {left to right) markers at the same 
azimuth and within five minutes of trace record 
shown by Plate 5. 
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PPI scope depiction. of weather 
returns at the same antenna 
elevation and within five 
minutes of the trace record 
shown by Plate 5 .. 
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CHAPTER V 

TBACE ANALYSIS 

We chose to analyse traces trom Run No. 1. taken 

2201 GOT, 27 April 1962. Our measurement method, observa

tions and statistical findings follow below as do comments 

concerning atmospheric conditions in the sampled volume. 

Here tirst are some dimensions of that volume based upon 

our radar set's characteristics. 

It was a discrete volume, truncated cone-shape, with 

its center line the "line ot sight" of the radar beam and 

with additional dimensions ora range or mid•point, seven 

and one-halt miles; elevation of mid-point, )200 toot MSL; 

length, five miles; closer diameter, 460 toot; 1'arther 

diameter, 920 toot; volume, 1.02 x 1olO cubio toot. 

Atmospheric Conditions 

The 26/0000 GCT Salem radiosonde indicated: insta

bility in the volume; a wind at about 240 degrees and 25 
knots; and the average temperature, 2.$ c. From 27/2230 

GOT to 27/2245 GCT, intermittent hail of grain size tell 

at the radar site. Unfortunately the volume sampled at 

27/2201 GCT was at 284 degrees azimuth; not up-wind. 

Nevertheless hail started to fall at the radar site at the 

same time it would have taken the hail-bearing cloud to be 

over the ai te after traveling trom a point w1 thin three 
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miles ot our sampled volume. 

Measurements 

By means ot a •aeoordak" film reader we projected the 

film record of Run No. 1 (27/2201 GCT) and measured ampli

tude starting at the trace right opposite the film frame 

number 17.1 

With the trace projected on a scaled grid (unite 

arbitrarJ), we found that a vertical grid line, convenient 

tor measuring, happened to coincide with the 6.36-mile 

range or successive traces. At that range we measured each 

trace, trace one through trace 98 Ct1-t98)• (See table on 

following page. ) 

The other sample was measurements made across the 

range ot four aets of two adjacent traces, chosen at random 

from the same 98 traces, t 1 through t 9a. (See table 

page 2).) 

These measurements produced 186 observations from one 

atmospheric volume. 

1Plate 5 shows this portion ot film. It baa range in
creasing trom lett to right. Two five-mile markers are 
eaaily aeen; the first is at t1ve•mile range from the 
radar site. The signal varies in a "down• or "minus y•
direction. Each pulse is ••parated by 5 .)8 milliaeconda 
with time increasing downward. 
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SUCCESSIVE TRACE AMPLI TUDES , RANGE 6.36 MI LES 

.38 25 40 25 24 06 

25 .35 25 11 21 17 

25 44 26 35 20 30 

48 09 27 10 31 20 

35 45 27 03 12 26 

24 4o 30 14 44 25 

39 06 09 19 28 24 
06 20 .36 30 31 14 
19 25 40 10 11 50 
10 21 16 42 18 ll 

.33 17 10 35 31 34 
15 26 06 08 15 50 

44 31 44 28 15 40 
50 15 33 16 08 08 

.30 10 35 01 13 30 

14 31 40 15 15 26 

20 

Statistical Methods and Reaulta 24 

We used statistical methods to examine relat1onsh1pa 

among pulses. The relationship of specific interest to 

this study ia the time interyal required for amplitude 

shown by pulse traeea, to become independent. Other 
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TRACE AMPLITUDE OF PAI RS ACROSS RANGE (mi) 

Trace 
Number 

2·j 2·5 2·2 o.! Ranse 
o.~ §:S i-1 i·li 1·1 B.o S.J 

tl 04 07 21 20 37 3.3 25 49 35 14 07 

t2 05 10 20 05 33 23 08 48 .33 27 16 

t2.3 04 05 20 .30 34 38 49 50 25 20 12 

t24 01 29 12 12 30 32 52 37 26 15 35 

t46 20 15 39 12 11 09 45 35 41 22 16 

t47 19 06 15 10 25 15 )2 32 35 2.3 12 

t92 27 .35 08 40 21 11 45 41 27 16 10 

t93 16 13 12 46 45 33 20 40 28 15 22 

investigators (2, P• 52). uaing the same ).2 em wave length 

radar as ours, had found that the time period tor pulses to 

reach independence was or the order of twenty milliseconds. 

OUr analysis concerned itself with the correlation coef

ficient between successive pulse traces at a single point 

ot trace-range and between adjacent paira or pulses acroaa 

their t race range. 

The correlation coefficient •r• 1a a statistic which 

measures the degree of association of var1ablea.1 This 

1The tendency for small values of one variable to be asso
ciated with small values of the other, or the tendency of 
small values of one variable to be associated with large
valuea of the other. 



s tatis tic , r , varies bet een minus one and one , wi th 

perfect correlation at its limits and no oorr lation at 

zero (7, P• 265). Using the 186 obserYationa measured 

from pulse traces we computed several correlation coef

f'icients. 

Dixon and Massey (3, p. 200) give the procedures to 

test hypotheses that correlations are zero at a five per 

cent level of significance. They point out that this test 

is equivalent tor purposes such as ours, to testing for 

independence. 

Using the 98 consecutive observations (shown on page 

22), we obtained 49 consecutive observation-pairs by 

arbitrarily considering odd-numbered subscripts as one 

variable and even-numbered subscripts as the other 

variable. The resultant correlation coefficient was 

o.ol4, which apparently does not differ significantly trom 

zero, We concluded that on the average for those 49 pairs 

ot observations, there ia no correlation between adjacent 

pairs. 

Each of these observations had been extracted from a 

pulse trace separated by 5.38 milliseconds from its 

adjacent pulse traces. 

Our finding no correlation between pairs indicates 

that at the trace-range of t he observati on, puleea had 

attained independence some time befor e 5.38 milliseconds 
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as compared with tindinga or other investigator• (2, p. 52) 

that independence was gained in time to the order of twenty 

milliaeeonda . 

In addition to considering obaervation-paira adjacent 

in trace-time and identical in trace-range, we found the 

r of the first 96 of theae same 98 obaervations separated 

in trace-time by 10.76, 16.14 and 21.$2 milliaeeonda. We 

did this to examine the possibility that pulses of wider 

time separation were more highly correlated. This in turn 

would suggest a periodicity of pulse amplitude at or near 

the wider times. The correlations of these pairs were: 

.0303, for pairs separated by 10.76 milliseconds; .163, 

those separated by 16.14 mi1liaeconda; minus 0.017, those 

separated by 21.52 milliseconds. None of these correla

tion eoetfioienta gives evidence of dependence at a five 

per cent level of significance; conaequently there appears 

to be no periodicity of pulse amplitude at or near the 

two, three and tour pulse separations. 

So tar we had tested successive traces tor oorrela

tion or one amplitude per trace at a fixed range. We 

decided to teat the amplitude of some adjacent traces at 

several points across each trace for a five-mile range. 

We arbitrarily chose tour pairs or adjacent traces and 

from each trace extracted eleven obaervationa (shown on 

page 2.)). Then t:rom each aet of adjacent traces we paired 

those observations at identical ranges and used the 
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earlier obeervationa or each pair as the first variable 

and the later observation as the second variable. The 

correlation values we obtained again retlect independence 

tor all but the first pair or traeea; first (in time) 

pair, 0.789; eecond, 0.461; third, 0.213J and tourth 

0.279. 

With the one exception, 0.769, tests on the observed 

correlation eoeffieients suggest that there may be no 

correlation in the population, when the test is made at 

a five per cent level of signiticanoe. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Early in this single-pulse work we named the project 

SPHAR, Single-Pulse Radar Returns, and have considered our 

work as project SPRAR-1. We implied that there will be 

projects SPRAR-2, SPRAR-.3, etc, by various students work

ing under the auapices of the Atmospheric Science Branch 

of Oregon State University. 

I conclude the following concerning what SPRAR-1 

accomplished: 

Produced a ready capability to make a film record of 

return signal traces from a radar pulse of $.0 micro

second's duration, arriving each $.)8 milliseconds. 

Made three-second samplings of ten atmoapheric 

volumes in one air mass which produced a film record of 

about $$00 measurable return pulses which constituted a 

population tor statistical analysis. 

Produced a ready capability to obtain observations 

by measuring amplitude of the film recorded traces of 

return pulaea. 

Demonstrated a statistical method to analyae these 

observations ot amplitude, i.e., extracted 186 observa

tions from the first consecutive 98 pulses or the $$00 

measurable pulses, and arrived at findings baaed upon the 

statistic correlation coefficient. 
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From this small 1.8 per cent sample, extracted trom. 

one end ot the total population available tor sampling, 

round indications that independence ot adjacent pulses ia 

reached 1n leas than 5•38 milliaeeonds. 

Baaed upon the above conclusions, I recommend the 

.following: 

That SPRAR-1 be considered aa not oompleteJ 

That observations be extracted throughout the 5500 

return pulaes already recorded; 

That a program be developed .for a digital computer 

to obtain relevant statistics concerning observations ao 

obtainedJ 

That resultant statistics be studied for aigniticance 

and their possible tunctional relation to hail and rain, 

the back-scattering particles preaent in the atmospheric 

volumes sampled; 

That results ao obtained be closely examined to help 

decide upon the auitabilit7, teaa1b111ty and acceptability 

ot turther SPRAR projects aa a means towards ultimate im

provement of weather forecasting oapabilit7. 
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